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LE NARCISSE BLANC HÔTEL & SPA
PARIS, FRANCE

Le Narcisse Blanc, a 37-room boutique hotel is easily described as
elegant, in the true meaning of the word. This charming, small
and truly Parisian five-star hotel located in the heart of a historic
neighbourhood in the ‘City of Lights’ (more specifically in the
7th arrondissement of Paris) is all about detail and ambiance: the
artwork, architecture and furniture, of the establishment makes
this hotel-spa a reference to Parisian lifestyle and a must visit.
The Parisian well-being is easily understood from the moment
people enter the hotel, and one of the best assets is without any
doubt the strategically positioned rooms, which overlook the Eiffel tower and other must-see sites.

HOTELS WE COVET //

Composed of silky neutrals colours such as beige, black and
white, but also some light rose, sky blue and even pale gold, the
hotel’s ambience breathes a sense of feminism, in a very smooth
and elegant way. Designed for comfort, every single room has a
clear attention to detail, with a warm feeling. A delicate and inviting tour provided by the hotel concierge highlights the peaceful feeling people experience since making the first contact.
With suites on the hotel’s top floor, with awesome views of the
heart of Paris, it is even possible to see the Sacre-Coeur Basilica in
the top of Montmartre, among other city hallmarks.
In the first floor of the hotel, one can encounter the spa, an intimate and cosy space with a slightly “Hungarian” ambience.
Upon entering, one is immediately bestowed with the green
reflection of an extraordinary small pool. Undoubtedly, the extremely elegant little pink sofas are the Ex-libris of this singular
spa. Sampling infused water, dry fruits and nuts are some of the
perks customers can benefit, alongside facials and body treatments and massages, perfect for relaxation.
During their stay, Narcisse Blanc guests can enjoy the best of
in the hotel’s restaurant, Cléo, a masterpiece of French cuisine
hosted by the excellent Canadian Chef Zachary Caviller.
Website: /www.lenarcisseblanc.com/en/
Address: 19 Boulevard de la Tour-Maubourg, 75007 Paris, France
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